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Explanation Interfaces and User Explanation Interfaces and User 
AcceptanceAcceptance

CBR recommender systems CBR recommender systems 
–– ExpertClerkExpertClerk ((ShimazuShimazu 2002), Dynamic Critiquing 2002), Dynamic Critiquing 

(McCarthy et al. 2005), (McCarthy et al. 2005), FirstCaseFirstCase (McSherry 2003)(McSherry 2003)
Decision support systems Decision support systems 
–– Logical Decisions (Logical Decisions (www.logicaldecisions.comwww.logicaldecisions.com))

Automated collaborative filtering Automated collaborative filtering 
–– HerlockerHerlocker et al. 2000et al. 2000

Commercial websites Commercial websites 
–– Yahoo Yahoo SmartSortSmartSort ((shopping.yahoo.com/smartsortshopping.yahoo.com/smartsort), ), 

Active Decisions (Active Decisions (www.activebuyersguide.comwww.activebuyersguide.com) ) 
So far not on trust building So far not on trust building 



Trust in CommerceTrust in Commerce

If we trust a salesperson, we accept her If we trust a salesperson, we accept her 
recommendations; buy products from her; recommendations; buy products from her; 
and return to her in the future.and return to her in the future.
We tend to trust a competent salespersonWe tend to trust a competent salesperson



Trust in Trust in ee--CommerceCommerce

We tend to trust a competent salesperson We tend to trust a competent salesperson 
If we trust a salesperson, we accept her If we trust a salesperson, we accept her 
recommendations; buy products from her; recommendations; buy products from her; 
and return to her in the future.and return to her in the future.
Similar trustSimilar trust--related benefits in related benefits in ee--
commercecommerce. See . See GrabnerGrabner--KrKrääuteruter et al. 2003.et al. 2003.
So far only on integrity and benevolence, So far only on integrity and benevolence, 
not on competencenot on competence--induced trustinduced trust



Research Statement Research Statement –– Trust Building Trust Building 
in Recommender Agentsin Recommender Agents

Can explanation interfaces be used for trust Can explanation interfaces be used for trust 
building? building? 
Can explanation interfaces provide the same Can explanation interfaces provide the same 
trusttrust--related benefits as other constructs? related benefits as other constructs? 
e.g., security, privacy, and reputation? e.g., security, privacy, and reputation? 
What is the most effective way to explain What is the most effective way to explain 
recommended items? recommended items? 



Our Previous Work Our Previous Work –– Trust ModelTrust Model
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Qualitative Survey Results Qualitative Survey Results 

Can explanation interfaces be used for trust building?Can explanation interfaces be used for trust building?

Yes, for competenceYes, for competence--inspired trustinspired trust
Can explanation interfaces provide the same trustCan explanation interfaces provide the same trust--related related 
benefits as other constructs? e.g., security, privacy, and benefits as other constructs? e.g., security, privacy, and 
reputation?reputation? Yes, especially for intention to Yes, especially for intention to 
returnreturn
What is the most effective way to explain What is the most effective way to explain 
recommended items? recommended items? 

ICETE05 workshop paper – “Trust 
Building in Recommender Systems”



Focus of Current ResearchFocus of Current Research

Vs.

Effective way to explain recommended items?Effective way to explain recommended items?



Design OrganizationDesign Organization--based based 
InterfacesInterfaces

How to group products into categories?How to group products into categories?
How to design category titles?How to design category titles?
Display products or just category titles?Display products or just category titles?
How to order the products within category?How to order the products within category?

13 paper prototypes were tried on pilot studies



Categorize recommendations according to their Categorize recommendations according to their 
tradeoff properties tradeoff properties relative to the top candidaterelative to the top candidate
–– Tradeoff  improves decision accuracy by up to 57% (Pu Tradeoff  improves decision accuracy by up to 57% (Pu 

and Chen, ECand Chen, EC’’05)05)
–– Propose compromises (McSherry 03, McCarthy et al. 05)Propose compromises (McSherry 03, McCarthy et al. 05)

Design principle 1: How to Design principle 1: How to 
CategorizeCategorize

Top candidate



Design principle 2: Category TitlesDesign principle 2: Category Titles

UseUse conversational languageconversational language and avoid and avoid 
involving too many attributesinvolving too many attributes

These notebooks are cheaper and lighter, but have lower processor speed

They are cheaper, lighter and with bigger memory, but have lower
processor speed and larger display size

Preferred to
Cheaper and lighter and lower processor speed

and



Design principle 3: DiversityDesign principle 3: Diversity

EEliminate dominated categories liminate dominated categories 

Allow diversity in Allow diversity in category titlescategory titles and and contained contained 
recommendationsrecommendations
–– Ziegler et al. 05, Ziegler et al. 05, McGintyMcGinty et al. 03 et al. 03 

These notebooks are cheaper and lighter, but have lower processor speed

These notebooks are cheaper, but heavier and with lower processor speed

dominating



Design principle 4: Include Actual Design principle 4: Include Actual 
ProductsProducts

IInclude actual products under each category titlenclude actual products under each category title

Preferred to
They are cheaper and lighter, but have lower processor speed View products (6)



DDesign principle 5: Exchange Rate esign principle 5: Exchange Rate 
RankingRanking

Rank recommendations within a category by Rank recommendations within a category by 
exchange rateexchange rate
–– Exchange rate: potential gains versus lossesExchange rate: potential gains versus losses

–– (pilot study results) Quicker in selecting final choice (pilot study results) Quicker in selecting final choice 
with recommendations sorted by with recommendations sorted by exchange rateexchange rate than by than by 
similaritysimilarity

Ranked 1st: More gains against losses (relative 
to the top candidate) than the others



Organization AlgorithmOrganization Algorithm
Generate all possible categories each containing the 

recommendations of similar tradeoff properties

Exclude categories with dominated titles

Select prominent categories with longer tradeoff 
distance and higher diversity degree

Rank recommendations within each category by their 
exchange rates



Sort a catalog of hundreds of 
products

a set of personalized 
recommendations



into a set of personalized 
recommendations



User Evaluation (72 participants)User Evaluation (72 participants)

User taskUser task
–– ““Please select a product that you would purchase Please select a product that you would purchase 

if given the opportunity!if given the opportunity!””

Materials: organizationMaterials: organization--based explanation vs. based explanation vs. 
traditional list view with traditional list view with ““whywhy””



List view with “why” vs.            Organized view



HypothesisHypothesis

Users would build Users would build more trustmore trust in the in the 
organizationorganization--based interface than the simple based interface than the simple 
list view with list view with ““whywhy”” componentscomponents
–– Higher level of perceived competenceHigher level of perceived competence
–– Increase in intention to returnIncrease in intention to return
–– Increase in intention to save cognitive effortIncrease in intention to save cognitive effort



Perceived CompetencePerceived Competence

UsersUsers’’ subjective perception of the interfacesubjective perception of the interface’’s s 
competencecompetence
Measured by two interrelated postMeasured by two interrelated post--questions questions 
((CronbachCronbach’’ss alpha = 0.84)alpha = 0.84)

easy of use

efficiency in products comparison



Intention to ReturnIntention to Return

An important criterion to judge the trust An important criterion to judge the trust 
achievementachievement
Measured by two interrelated postMeasured by two interrelated post--questions questions 
((CronbachCronbach’’ss alpha = 0.91) alpha = 0.91) 

negative

positive



Intention to Save EffortIntention to Save Effort

Perceived cognitive effortPerceived cognitive effort
–– Psychological costs users perceived to process Psychological costs users perceived to process 

informationinformation
–– Measured by two interrelated questions (Measured by two interrelated questions (CronbachCronbach’’ss

alpha = 0.73)alpha = 0.73)

Actual completion timeActual completion time

positive

negative



RResults Analysis (72 subjects)esults Analysis (72 subjects)
Trust Measurement
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p < 0.001 (highly significant) for the three variables   



Actual Completion Time
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Results SummaryResults Summary

Perceived competence

Intention to return Cognitive effort

Significantly 
positively correlated

Completion time

Not significantly 
correlated



ConclusionConclusion

Built a trust model identifying missing Built a trust model identifying missing 
elementselements
–– SystemSystem’’s competence, additional trust s competence, additional trust 

intentionsintentions
Identified explanation interfaces as a Identified explanation interfaces as a 
promising trust formation constructpromising trust formation construct
Developed design principles and algorithm Developed design principles and algorithm 
for organizationfor organization--based explanationbased explanation



ConclusionConclusion

Validated that explanation interfacesValidated that explanation interfaces
–– Significantly increase usersSignificantly increase users’’ perception perception 

of interfaceof interface’’s competences competence
–– Resulting in higher intention to return and Resulting in higher intention to return and 

save cognitive effortsave cognitive effort
Promoting more usersPromoting more users’’ trust compared trust compared 

to the to the ““whywhy”” interfaceinterface
Less time spent does NOT predict smaller Less time spent does NOT predict smaller 
amount of decision effort, nor more amount of decision effort, nor more 
intention to returnintention to return


